**TYPICAL BED PLANT SPACING**

- **4" DEEP BARK MULCH**
- **12" LOAM BACKFILL** (CONTINUOUS THROUGHOUT BED AREA)

**GROUNDCOVER BED PLANTING**

- LOCATION, SIZE AND SPACING OF SEEDLINGS OR PLANT PLUGS ARE AS INDICATED ON PLANS
- REMOVE DIBBLE, BACKFILLING & COMPACTING SOIL WITH HEEL
- HOLD SLIT OPEN WITH DIBBLE WHILE INSERTING SEEDLINGS
- DO NOT BEND OR DAMAGE TAP ROOT
- OPEN HOLE NICE ENOUGH TO EASILY INSERT ROOT SYSTEM
- PUSH DIBLE INTO SOIL TO ITS FULL LENGTH

**SEEDLINGS (EVERGREEN) OR WETLAND PLUG PLACEMENT**

- LOCATION, SIZE AND SPACING OF SEEDLINGS OR PLANT PLUGS ARE AS INDICATED ON PLANS
- REMOVE DIBBLE, BACKFILLING & COMPACTING SOIL WITH HEEL
- HOLD SLIT OPEN WITH DIBLE WHILE INSERTING SEEDLINGS
- DO NOT BEND OR DAMAGE TAP ROOT
- OPEN HOLE NICE ENOUGH TO EASILY INSERT ROOT SYSTEM
- PUSH DIBLE INTO SOIL TO ITS FULL LENGTH

**NOTE:**
- E=DIMENSION OF PLANT SPACING (SHRUBS OR GROUND COVER AS INDICATED ON PLANS)

**STANDARD PLANS**

**NOTE:**
- 4" DEEP BARK MULCH
- 12" LOAM BACKFILL (CONTINUOUS THROUGHOUT BED AREA)

**LINER PLANTING (DECIDUOUS)**

- 3 HUB STAKES AND GUYS FOR DECIDUOUS TREES OVER 4" CAL. AND EVERGREEN TREES OVER 6" CAL. (UPHILL ON SLOPE)
- 2 VERTICAL STAKES AND GUYS FOR DECIDUOUS TREES UP TO 4" CAL.

**STAKING AND GUYING PLAN SCHEMATIC**

- GUY MATERIAL SECURED TO STAKES
- GUY MATERIAL LOOPS AROUND BRANCHES
- GUY MATERIAL LOOPS ABOVE BRANCHES

- GUY MATERIAL LOOPS ABOVE BRANCHES
- GUY MATERIAL LOOPS AROUND BRANCHES
- GUY MATERIAL LOOPS ABOVE BRANCHES

**NOTE:**
- 1 REMOVE SUCCUR SHOOTS AT BASE OF TREE
- 2 MAKE CLEAN CUTS ON OLD STUBS, IF PRESENT. DO NOT FLUSH CUT
- 3 REMOVE ENTIRE SUPPLY OF TWIGS AND BUDS ON STUB.
- 4 REMOVE LOWER BRANCH WHERE AN OVERLAP BRANCH OCCUPIES ABOUT THE SAME AREA.
- 5 SHAPE TREE BY REMOVING INJURED, DEAD AND MISSHAPED BRANCHES.
- 6 REMOVE CROSS BRANCHES AND THOSE DEVELOPING INTO SECONDARY LEADERS.

**NOTE:**
- BRANCHES IN DOTTED LINES ARE THOSE TO BE REMOVED.

**PLANTING DETAILS**

- 4" DEEP BARK MULCH
- 12" LOAM BACKFILL (CONTINUOUS THROUGHOUT BED AREA)
- SET ROOT COLLAR AT FINAL GRADE
- 10" HIN.
- EXISTING SLOPE

**NOTE:**
- BARK MULCH
- LOAM BACKFILL
- SET ROOT COLLAR AT FINAL GRADE